Slim Line
Power Strip
*Patent Pending

Lighting for Impact's slim line power strip was created to make
installation a breeze. Our slim line power strip is strategically
designed at only 3/16" thick, making it easy to slide behind
most standard shelving — without having to remove
merchandise. The power output connectors can then be
snapped on in the needed location for LED placement. All
power strips come standard with one power input connector
and multiple power output connectors.

OVERVIEW
Thin power
strip that
can be
used in any
tight
location.
Only 3/16"
thick.

Input and
output
connectors
are easily
removable
with snapon action.

Additional
outputs
can be
added at
any time.

Once
snapped in
place,
connectors
can be
slid to any
location
along
power
strip.

Conductor
is made
with
tin-plated
copper.

Available in
white, black
and almond
color.

Each output
connector
is individually fused.
A single
damaged
LED will
be isolated
and cannot
short-out
the entire
power strip.

Mount with
rivets,
screws, or
tape.

Available in
1"-length
increments.

Power input connectors are always red for easy identification
to help guide proper installation of our lighting solutions.

Our power output connectors come in multiple variations
including USB adaptable, high-output, and dual input.
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Standard
Power Strip

Power strips are an important part of the system. They are used to distribute
power to each LED. A well-designed system will use the power strip to bring
power very close to each LED, eliminating the need for long LED wires.
Additionally, the inputs and outputs on all Lighting for Impact power strips
are adjustable along the entire length of the power strip. This gives retailers
and suppliers the versatility and adaptability to adjust LED lighting when
making planogram changes and adjustments at shelf.

OVERVIEW
Power strip
channel is
black
anodized
aluminum.

The
conductor
is made
with
tin-plated
copper
laminated
to an
aluminum
channel.
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Each output
connector
is individually fused.
A single
damaged
LED will be
isolated
and cannot
short-out
the entire
power strip.

All power
strips come
standard
with one
power input
connector
and
multiple
power
output
connectors.

Power strips
can be
ordered
with up
to 16 power
output
connectors
per strip.

All
connectors
are
adjustable
and can be
slid to any
location
along the
power strip.

Available in
½"-length
increments.

Mount
using professional
grade 3M
tape or
magnetic
strip.

Dual power
strips are
available
with input/
output
connectors
on two
sides.

AN IMPORTANT CONSIDERATION
Individually fused output connectors
Lighting for Impact has taken an important step to add intelligence to its power strips.
Each output is individually fused. If there is a problem with an LED (e.g., cut wire,
damaged LED), the output connected to that LED will automatically shut off. This
prevents a short circuit and, more importantly, protects the rest of the power
strip from that damaged LED. Once the damaged LED is unplugged, the fuse will
automatically reset itself.
Without this fuse a single damaged LED would take out an entire power strip.
This makes it nearly impossible to locate the source of the problem.
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Power supply in magnetic tray.

The power supply is the workhorse of any LED design

Power Supplies

— converting AC power from the wall to usable DC
power for the LEDs. The importance of selecting your
power sources from a reputable provider is key, as it’s
often the first component to fail in untested settings.
Our supplies are vigorously tested to ensure they work
effectively with all of the LED components we offer.

OVERVIEW
Input 90 ~
264 volts
AC, 2 amps
max.

All power
supplies
include
3-pole AC
input cord
(4 feet).

POWER OUTPUT OPTIONS

Listed as
LED
limited
indicator
power
for power on.
source (LPS).

Mean Well
brand, with
approvals
from UL/
CUL/PSE/
TUV/BSMI/
CCC/CB/
FCC/CE.

No-load
power
consumption
of < 0.5W.

Built-in
active
Power
Factor
Correction
(PFC), PF
> 0.91.

Protections: Working
short circuit/ temperature
overload/
-22 ~ 122°F.
over
voltage/
over
temperature.

THE CUI BRAND

25 Watt

The Highest-Quality Power Supply

40 Watt

After vetting several brands, Lighting for Impact has
selected the CUI brand for our LED solutions. CUI
shares our high-quality commitment to product
durability. This is why their brand is chosen
to power everything from hospital equipment to
high-powered streetlights. CUI has approvals from
UL/CUL/PSE/TUV/BSMI/CCC/CB/FCC/CE.

Power 22' of
standard LED

Power 36' of
standard LED

60 Watt

Power 54' of
standard LED

80 Watt

Power 72' of
standard LED
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